
Crazy Wife 70 

Chapter 70: Former Fiancé (1) 

“Who wants us to leave?” Leng Ruoxue’s tone was cold and without a trace of emotion. 

“Me!” Chen Fang said nonchalantly. Everyone from the Supreme Hall was here today, so she was quite 

confident. 

“You? What are you?” Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful face was full of confusion. 

“I am not a thing!” Chen Fang yelled angrily. 

“Yes, you are quite self-aware and sensible, knowing that you are a thing.” Leng Ruoxue nodded to show 

that she was very satisfied. 

“Leader, she has been to our Sacred Hall so many times, but she has finally shown some intellect this 

time,” Feng Da said cooperatively. 

“You… Damn you all!” 

“I’m sorry. I’m the leader of the Supreme Hall. We are training now. Please excuse us.” Fu Mingyuan 

came out to smooth things over. This Chen Fang really didn’t learn her lesson. She had suffered several 

times in front of Leng Ruoxue but still tried to go against her. 

“It turns out you’re the leader of the Supreme Hall.” Leng Ruoxue looked at Fu Mingyuan. No wonder he 

warned her not to regret it! 

“Yes, we also have a deputy leader, Li Yu,” Fu Mingyuan explained kindly. 

“Li Yu?” 

“Big Brother Yu, your fiancée is here. Aren’t you going to greet her?” a beautiful girl said coquettishly 

while leaning in the arms of a youth. 

Leng Ruoxue looked at the young girl who spoke up.?Xu Na’er??She was indeed a rare beauty, and she 

had enough assets to make all men protective of the fairer sex. A weak and seemingly innocent and 

beautiful girl would indeed cause men to dote on her like the pearl in their hands. Of course, the 

prerequisite was that the obvious jealousy in her eyes had to be ignored.?Wasn’t Xu Na’er brought back 

to be grounded by the Xu family? She was released so quickly. 

The youth she was leaning on was also very handsome. His temperament was noble and outstanding, 

worthy of being a product of the imperial family. It was said that this seventh prince was the most 

favored prince, and his aptitude was the best among the princes. 

“Leng Ruoxue, I don’t care what your purpose is. I will never like you. Moreover, this isn’t a place you 

can come to. You better leave quickly and return to your general’s mansion and stay there obediently!” 

The amazement in Seventh Prince Li Xuan’s eyes flashed for a moment before he spoke with some 

contempt.?So what if a simpleton looks beautiful? She will only be worthy of being the plaything of the 

strong if she doesn’t have true strength. 



“Seventh Prince, don’t you know that only simpletons would like you?” Leng Ruoxue said 

indifferently.?Are all members of the imperial family so self-righteous and self-absorbed? 

“Who are you calling a simpleton?” Xu Na’er said furiously. 

“Ah! Who knows? Miss Xu, why are you in such a hurry to make a connection?!” Leng Ruoxue smiled 

charmingly as killing intent flashed in her eyes for a moment.?I have more important things to do now, 

so I’ll let you jump around for a while! 

“Also, my current fiancé is someone else. Miss Xu, don’t be mistaken, or else my fiancé will be 

unhappy,” Leng Ruoxue added. 

“Seventh Prince, right? Xue’er is now my fiancée. She can stay wherever she wants. You shouldn’t be so 

nosy even if you are a prince!” Ye Chen said mockingly.?This seventh prince is really an eyesore. 

What? Such a handsome and outstanding man is actually that simpleton’s fiancé!?Xu Na’er’s heart was 

overflowing with sourness and jealousy.?How can a simpleton have such good luck??In fact, as soon as 

they walked in, she had noticed this incomparably handsome man and was thinking of ways to rope him 

into the Supreme Hall. But she didn’t expect that he was actually that simpleton’s fiancé. This was really 

a blow to the always proud Xu Na’er. But she would not admit defeat.?What right does a simpleton have 

to have such an outstanding man? Only I am worthy of a heavenly man.?At this moment, she had long 

thrown the seventh prince and the like far out of her mind. Her heart and eyes were all full of this man 

who was more beautiful than a woman. 

“That’s right. Our young miss is no longer your fiancée. Why do you care where our young miss wants to 

go?” Cui Zhu echoed. 

“I’ve long heard that the seventh prince’s engagement was broken off by a simpleton. I thought it was a 

rumor, but it’s actually true!” Feng Da pretended to be confused.?Hehe, I’m avenging you, Miss. Don’t 

blame me! 

“I heard that the most favored seventh prince was grounded because his engagement was broken off by 

a simpleton. It shows how important this marriage was to the emperor!” Lin Yuan chipped in. 

They spoke one after another happily, but Seventh Prince Li Yu was about to blow up from anger. 

“How dare you talk about the imperial family like this!” Li Yu, who had never been treated this way, flew 

into a rage out of humiliation. This matter was indeed the greatest pain in his heart. Since he was a 

child, he had always had the freedom to do whatever he wanted. But his father not only scolded him but 

also punished him severely because of this matter, causing him to be laughed at many times. 

“You guys are too daring. It’s fine if you’re talking about it in private, but you actually dare to say it in 

front of the seventh prince. I don’t mind others calling me a simpleton, but the imperial family isn’t as 

magnanimous as I am!” Leng Ruoxue deliberately rebuked. 

“We’re sorry, Miss. We were wrong. We should have said it in private. We should have left some dignity 

for the seventh prince.” Feng Da’s and Lin Yuan’s faces were full of regret. 

“Promising! You learn fast!” Leng Ruoxue praised. 

“You…” The seventh prince’s face turned green with anger. 



“Fu Mingyuan, even though the academy allows you to share the training room of the Sacred Hall, this is 

the territory of the Sacred Hall after all. You should at least inform me, the leader of the Sacred Hall, if 

the Supreme Hall wants to use the training room!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t be bothered with the indignant 

seventh prince and directly turned her attention to Fu Mingyuan. 

“However, this young lady has always been very magnanimous. I’ll lend it to you first since you like this 

place so much.” Leng Ruoxue didn’t give Fu Mingyuan a chance to speak and continued understandingly. 

“Alright, let’s go hunting.” Leng Ruoxue turned to Ye Chen and the others. 

“Go hunting!” Feng Da and the others escorted Leng Ruoxue out of the training room. 

 


